
Characters D6 / Varish (Alien Tutor)

Name: Varish

Gender: Female

Eye color: Light green

Skin color: Orange

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D+1

        Brawling Parry: 3D

        Dodge: 4D+1

PERCEPTION: 3D+1

        Bargain: 4D

        Persuasion: 4D+1

        Persuasion; Teaching: 6D+1

KNOWLEDGE: 3D+2

        Bureaucracy: 3D+2

        Scholar; Botany: 6D

        Survival: 4D

STRENGTH: 2D

        Brawling: 3D

        Climbing/Jumping: 4D

        Stamina: 4D+1

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Communications: 4D

        Repulsorlift Operation: 3D

TECHNICAL: 3D

        First Aid: 3D+2

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS 200

                 Modest Clothing, Comlink, Botany Toolkit

FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS - 1

DARK SIDE POINTS - 0

CHARACTER POINTS - 2

Description: Varish, referred to by her students as Ms. Varish was a gardening instructor to Jedi Initiates

on the planet of Langsha-Raang during the High Republic Era. She instructed Jedi Initiates Kai

Brightstar, Lys Solay, and Nubs during a lesson on the garden planet. Varish was impressed by Nubs'

care with a Vreenak Bloom, and invited him to the front of the class for a demonstration on the



importance of observing plants to discover their needs. To thank him for his participation, she presented

Nubs with a small bag of seeds which would grow well on the planet Tenoo, where the Jedi Initiates were

based. However, during the demonstration, a seed from a Grumble Vine was accidentally added to the

bag and brought back to Tenoo. After dangerous uncontrolled growth, Nubs used the lesson taught by

Ms. Varish to provide the grumble vine adequate shade. The plant was then sent back to Varnish's

garden where it belonged. Although she felt terrible about the grumble vine seed contamination, Varish

was proud of Nubs for stopping the grumble vine's destructive growth, and the youngling eagerly showed

his teacher the successful growths of the plants she provided. 
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